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‘‘Where does the fluorescing moiety reside
in a carbon dot?’’ – Investigations based on
fluorescence anisotropy decay and resonance
energy transfer dynamics†
Ananya Das,a Debjit Roy,a Chayan K. Dea and Prasun K. Mandal

*ab

It has been shown recently that aggregated dyes are responsible for very high fluorescence in a carbon
dot (CD). However, what is the location of the fluorescing moiety in CD? Is it inside the CD or attached
to the CD’s surface? In order to answer these intriguing questions regarding the location of the
fluorescing moiety in a CD, we performed rotational anisotropy decay dynamics and resonance energy
transfer (RET) dynamics. Rotational correlation time of B120 picoseconds nullifies the fact that
the whole CD is fluorescing. Instead, we can say that the fluorescing moiety is either embedded inside
the CD or attached to the surface of the CD or linked to the CD through covalent bonds. From the
fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics in solvents of diﬀerent viscosities, we could show that
the fluorescing moiety is not attached to the surface of the CD or for that matter, the fluorescing
moiety is not in a rigid environment inside the CD. RET dynamical analysis has shown that the time for
RET (from CD to acceptor Rh123) is about 5.4 ns and the RET dynamics are independent of the
acceptor concentration. Using RET dynamics, we could prove that the fluorescing moiety is not outside
the CD; rather, it is inside the CD, but not in a rigid environment. The geometric distance between the
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fluorescing moiety of the CD and the acceptor (Rh123) has been obtained to be 4.55 nm. Using Förster
formulation, the distance between the fluorescing moiety inside the CD and the acceptor Rh123 has
been calculated to be 4.24 nm. Thus, we could not only reveal the exact location of the fluorescing
moiety in a CD, but we could also demonstrate that unlike for many other nanomaterials, Förster
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formulation could explain the experimental observables regarding RET involving CD reasonably well.

Introduction
The unusual photoluminescent behaviour of carbon dots (CDs)
has enthralled the researchers for quite some time.1–13 However, the origin and the mechanism of photoluminescence
remains to be majorly debated. Some researchers have mentioned
that the quantum confinement effect is responsible for the
observed PL of CDs.14,15 Different views have been expressed in
literature regarding the origin of PL in CDs. For example, (a)
existence of different types of functional groups,16,17 (b) radiative
recombination of self trapped excitons,18 (c) assembly of different
emitters within the particle core,19 (d) their charge-transfer
complexes formed with polar groups on the particle surface,20
a
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(e) exciton-hole recombination,21 (f) delocalized surface states,22
(g) specific edge states23 or (h) free molecules.24 Recently, a few
reports have shown that the high photoluminescence (PL) of
carbon dots originates from an aromatic dye like structure.25–31
In a comprehensive review by Demchenko et al., it was suggested
that the optical properties of CDs arise due to the formation
of H-aggregate type excitonic states through dye like single
emitters.29
However, there are contradicting reports regarding the location of the fluorescing moiety of CD. Some researchers surmise
that the fluorophore is attached to the surface,14,32 while other
researchers assume that the fluorescing moiety is embedded
inside or in the core of the CD.26 Hence, it is quite pertinent to
know the answer of an apparently naive but diﬃcult question:
‘‘what is the location of the fluorescing moiety in CD?’’.
We have recently shown in two diﬀerent cases that the PL
of CDs is aggregation induced.30,31 This observation perhaps
points to the fact that the fluorescing moiety is inside the CDs.
However, CDs show pH dependent emission behaviour (for
example PLQY).33 The latter observation perhaps points to the
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Chart 1 Diﬀerent possibilities regarding the location of fluorescing
moiety (F) in CD. ‘‘A’’ means acceptor for RET.

fact that the fluorescing moiety is at the surface of the CD. In
this present work, we have used the same CD reported earlier.31
In order to answer the question regarding the location of
fluorescing moiety in CD (Chart 1), we have performed two
diﬀerent fluorescence dynamic experiments: (a) fluorescence
anisotropy decay dynamics and (b) resonance energy transfer
(RET) dynamics.
Fluorescence anisotropy measurements provide information
regarding the shape, size and location of the fluorescing
moiety.12 Rotational diﬀusion of the fluorophore significantly
aﬀects the fluorescence anisotropy. Rotational diﬀusion typically depends on the fluorophore’s local chemical environment.
We have considered all the possible locations of the fluorescing unit of CD (see Chart 1). If the whole spherical CD is
fluorescing, then we should not observe any fluorescence
anisotropy decay.12 If the fluorescing moiety is attached to
the CD surface through covalent bonds, then its rotational
correlation time would be in the range of picoseconds
(Chart 1). If the fluorescing moiety remains embedded inside
the CD, then the rotation of the fluorescing moiety can lead to
two diﬀerent situations. If the fluorescing moiety is in a solid/
rigid environment (Chart 1a), then the rotation of the fluorescing
moiety means the rotation of the whole CD. In this condition,
based on the size of the CD (B8.3 nm), rotational correlation
time should be in the nanosecond region. If the fluorescing
moiety remains embedded inside the CD (Chart 1d) but
not in a rigid matrix i.e. with ease of rotation, the rotational
correlation time should be in the picosecond region.
Moreover, if the fluorescing moiety can come in contact with
the external solvent, then the rotational correlation time would
be dependent on the viscosity of the external medium. Thus, the
measurement of rotational correlation time can provide
important information regarding the location of fluorescing
moiety.
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RET has been used as an important non-invasive technique
to measure sub-nanometre to nanometre length scales.34 CDs
have been used extensively for bioimaging.35 Hence, a RET
based investigation is expected to provide spatial information,
i.e., location of the fluorescing moiety of CD. It is quite essential
to know the mechanism of RET in CDs as several applications
in cellular environment using CDs are already in place.35 Based
on the location of the fluorescing moiety in CD, the dynamics
of RET will be diﬀerent. Hence, an investigation based on
dynamics of RET in CD is quite pertinent. In this study, RET
experiment was performed in an aqueous medium keeping in
mind the application of CD in the cellular environment.
Hence, the investigation based on RET dynamics will help us
understand the location of the fluorescing moiety in CD. It has
been reported in literature that numerous nanomaterials do
not follow the Förster mechanism of RET.36–40 Therefore, this
investigation based on RET dynamics will also verify whether
the Förster mechanism can explain the experimental observations based on RET in the case of CD. Based on two rigorous
fluorescence dynamic experiments, i.e., fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics and resonance energy transfer dynamics,
we would show that the fluorescing moiety resides inside the
CD in a rather flexible environment. We would also demonstrate that Förster formulation could satisfactorily explain the
experimental observables regarding RET involving CD.

Experimental methods
Materials
Ethanolamine and citric acid monohydrate were procured from
Sigma Aldrich and were used as received. All solvents used are
of HPLC grade.
Synthesis and purification of carbon dot
Citric acid monohydrate and ethanolamine (1 : 3 molar ratio)
were refluxed at 180 1C for 1 h (Fig. 1). A dark brown product
was formed. This product was then fractionalized by column
chromatography using 10 : 90 MeOH : DCM. Then, the most fluorescent spot on the TLC plate was separated. Finally, the purified
product was dried under high vacuum (103 mbar). (Thin Layer
Chromatography (TLC) analysis was performed on a Merck Kieselgel 60 F254 plate using 100–200 mesh size silica gel.)
Characterization
Structural characterization. To structurally characterize the
as-prepared CDs; IR spectroscopy, 1H NMR spectroscopy,
MALDI mass spectrometry, Raman spectroscopy, XRD and
TEM studies have been performed.17 From the IR spectra, the
presence of functional groups such as O–H, CQC, CQO, sp2
C–H, sp3 C–H, N–H, C–N, C–O have been confirmed.17 Proton
NMR confirms the presence of amide proton (–CONH), hydroxyl proton (–OH), protons attached to sp2 (CQC) carbon,
protons of the methylene group (–CH2), which are attached
to electronegative elements such as nitrogen and oxygen in
ethanolamine, and protons (diastereotopic proton) of the
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where, Q, OD, I and n stand for quantum yield, absorbance,
integrated luminescence intensity and refractive index of
the solvents respectively. Subscript R stands for reference
(standard dye).
Time resolved measurements
Fluorescence lifetime measurement at ps–ns time domain was
carried out using a time correlated single photon counting
(TCSPC) spectrometer (Horiba Jobin Yvon IBH), equipped with
a diode laser (lex = 377 nm) that was used as the excitation
source and an MCP photomultiplier tube (PMT) (Hamamatsu
R3809U-50 series) as the detector. The width (FWHM) of the
instrument response function (IRF), which was limited by the
FWHM of the exciting pulse, was less than 100 ps for 377 nm
excitation source. IRF was recorded using a scatterer (a dilute
solution of ludox in water). Nonlinear least square iterative
reconvolution procedure using IBH DAS6 (Version 2.2) was
employed to fit the fluorescence decay curve using a proper
exponential decay equation. The quality of the fit was assessed
from the w2 values and the distribution of the residuals.
Fig. 1 Synthesis scheme of CD and the chemical structure of Rh123 (a),
size distribution from TEM (b), and zeta potential distribution of CD (c).

methylene group of citric acid.31 In the MALDI mass spectrum,
the molecular ion peak and the corresponding fragmented
peaks have been detected.31 One broad peak in the Raman
spectrum suggested the CQC stretching vibration present
within the CD. A broad peak at B221 implies the presence of
(002) plane having a ‘‘d spacing’’ of B0.38 nm, which exactly
matches the interplanar distance derived from HRTEM.31
TEM. Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) images were
recorded on a UHR-FEG_TEM, JEOL; JEM 2100 F model using a
200 kV electron source. Samples were prepared by drop-casting
a methanolic solution of CD on a carbon coated copper grid,
followed by drying under air.
Zeta potential measurement. Zeta potential (x) measurements were carried out using a dynamic light scattering (DLS)
instrument (Zetasizer Nano ZS, Malvern Instrument Ltd, UK)
equipped with a He–Ne laser beam at 658 nm. Carbon dot was
dissolved in water to measure the zeta potential.
Steady state measurements. Steady state absorption and
corrected emission spectra were recorded using a Carry 300
Bio UV-VIS spectrophotometer and Fluoromax-4, Horiba Jobin
Yvon spectrofluorimeter respectively. Fluorescence Quantum
Yield (QY) determination was accomplished by comparing the
wavelength integrated intensity of the CD to that of the standard
(Quinine sulphate). QY of CD was calculated with solutions
having absorbance (OD) less than 0.07 to avoid concentration
related discrepancies. Both the compound and the reference
were excited at 350 nm. QY was calculated using the following
equation:
Q ¼ QR

ODR I n2
OD IR nR2
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(1)

Rotational anisotropy decay measurements
Time resolved rotational anisotropy data were collected via the
same TCSPC setup using excitation and emission polarizers.
Time-resolved fluorescence anisotropy, r(t), was calculated
using the following equation:
rðtÞ ¼

Ik ðtÞ  GI? ðtÞ
Ik ðtÞ þ 2GI? ðtÞ

(2)

where G is the correction factor for the detector sensitivity to
the polarization direction of the emission and I8(t) and I>(t) are
the fluorescence decays polarized parallel and perpendicular
to the polarization of the excitation light, respectively. Rotational
correlation time was extracted by fitting the time resolved
anisotropy decay using a suitable exponential decay equation.

Results and discussion
In order to understand the dynamics of fluorescence anisotropy
decay and RET, it is essential to determine the size of the CD.
From the TEM measurement, the size of the CD is noted to be
B8.5 nm (Fig. 1b). The recorded atomic force microscopy
(AFM) image of CDs also suggested that the size of a CD is
B8.1 nm (Fig. S1 in ESI†). Thus, the size of the CDs obtained
from AFM and TEM are similar and is B8.3 nm. It is also
important to know the surface charges on the CD. As can be
observed from the zeta potential distribution (Fig. 1c), the
surface charge on the CD is negative.
Rotational anisotropy decay dynamics
Quite surprisingly, we observed a rotational anisotropy decay in
the case of CD (Fig. 2). For a spherical fluorescing moiety (e.g. a
spherical fluorophore or a spherical quantum dot with no
particular direction of the transition dipole moment), it is
expected that the fluorescence anisotropy would be absent.12,34
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Fig. 2 Rotational anisotropy decay in acetonitrile (above) and ethylene
glycol (below) (lex = 377 nm). Monitoring wavelengths are shown in inset.
Initial anisotropy in the case of ACN is around 0.25.

Observation of the rotational anisotropy decay with a correlation
time of about 120 ps in ACN confirms that the whole spherical
CD is not the fluorescing moiety.
From the classical Stokes–Einstein–Debye equation34 shown
below
sﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
3 3kB Ttr
rhy ¼
(3)
4pZ
(where rhy, kB, T, tr, Z are hydrodynamic radius, Boltzmann
constant, temperature in absolute scale, rotational correlation
time, viscosity of solvent respectively), a rotational correlation
time of about 120 ps (see Table 1) would infer that the hydrodynamic diameter of the fluorescing moiety is about 1.4 nm,
which is much less than the diameter of the CD (i.e. 8.5 nm).
Quite interestingly (as can be seen from Fig. 2, Table 1 and
Table S1 in ESI†), the rotational correlation time of the fluorescing moiety in CD is dependent on the viscosity of the
surrounding media. We would like to mention here that in
ethylene glycol, the rotation correlation time was determined to

Table 1

Rotational anisotropy decay related parameters (lex = 377 nm)

Solvent

Viscosity
at 25 1C (cP)

Monitoring
wavelength (nm)

tRot
(ns)

Hydrodynamic
radius (nm)

Acetonitrile

0.334

420
450
500
550

0.13
0.12
0.11
0.12

0.71
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be 1.32 ns. A similar value of rotational correlation time
(1.2–1.5 ns) of CD in ethylene glycol has been reported in
literature.12 This indicates that the fluorescing moiety is not
only much smaller than the size of the CD, but also the former
gets exposed to the external solvent medium. If the fluorescing
unit was fluorescing from inside the solid CD (of size B8 nm),
we would have observed a rotational correlation time of
B20 ns. However, we did not experimentally obtain such a high
rotational correlation time. Rotational correlation time, however,
has been observed to be independent of the monitoring wavelength in all the solvents (see Table 1 and Table S1 in ESI†).
Four possibilities may arise regarding the location of the
fluorescing moiety in CD as shown in Chart 1. In ‘a’ the
fluorescing moiety is inside the CD in a rigid environment; in
‘b’ the fluorescing moiety is attached on to the CD surface; in ‘c’
the fluorescing moiety is attached to CD through a chemical
bond; in ‘d’ the fluorescing moiety is inside the CD, but not in a
rigid environment. If situation ‘a’ arises, then the rotational
correlation time of the fluorescing moiety would be same as
that of the CD. A similar situation would occur if situation ‘b’
arises. However, as mentioned in the previous section,
experimentally determined rotational correlation time of the
fluorescing moiety is much less than that for the whole CD.
Thus, situations ‘a’ and ‘b’ can be nullified. If situation ‘c’
persists, then we should see a biexponential rotational
anisotropy decay because of (i) rotation of only the fluorescing
unit (in the range of hundreds of picoseconds) and (ii) long
rotational correlation time (in several nanoseconds) for rotation
of the whole system, i.e., the fluorescing unit attached to the CD.
However, we have observed only one rotational correlation time
in the order of hundreds of picoseconds. Thus, situation ‘c’ can
also be nullified. However, there is a faint possibility that the
contribution of nanosecond-domain rotation correlation time
will have a lesser magnitude and hence, it may not be observed.
If situation ‘c’ arises, then we should observe two diﬀerent
rotational correlation times: one in the order of tens of picoseconds (only for the fluorescing unit) and the other in the
order of a few nanoseconds (for the whole CD plus the fluorescing unit). However, if situation ‘d’ arises, then the rotational
correlation time of the fluorescing moiety would be much less
than that of the whole CD. Moreover, if situations ‘c’ and ‘d’
arise, the rotational correlation time would depend on the
viscosity of the surrounding medium. This is exactly what has
been observed experimentally. Rotational correlation times in
acetonitrile, ethylene glycol, propylene glycol and glycerol were
noted to be B0.12 ns, 1.32 ns, 4.10 ns and 31 ns respectively.
If the fluorescing unit been a small fluorophore, we should
have observed a rotational correlation time of approximately
10–50 ps. However, if the fluorescing unit is in a rigid environment, inside a CD of size B5–10 nm, then a rotational correlation time of greater than 15–20 ns could be expected.27 For
situation ‘c’ we should have observed two different rotational
correlation times: one in the order of tens of ps (arising due to
the rotation of fluorescing unit only), and the other in the order
of several ns (arising due to the rotation of fluorescing unit
plus the CD). Nevertheless, we did not observe two different
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rotational correlation times. We have already reported31 that
the fluorescing unit of our as-prepared CD exhibits an aggregated (through pi–pi and H-bonding) molecular dye-like (2pyridone derivative) structure. Therefore, it is highly likely that,
fluorescing unit is inside the CD and can rotate inside the CD
with a rotational correlation time of B120 ps. Thus, based on
the fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics, out of the four
possibilities/situations mentioned in Chart 1, ‘a’, ‘b’, and ‘c’
can be nullified completely; however, situation ‘d’ could be a
possibility.

Resonance energy transfer dynamics
If the location of the fluorescing moiety is inside (more
precisely at the centre) the CD, then the distance between
the acceptor dye (Rhodamine 123 (Rh123) Fig. 1) and the
fluorescing moiety will be the same (Chart 1f). Hence, the RET
dynamics will be independent of acceptor concentration.
However, if the fluorescing moiety is at the surface of the CD
or is attached to the CD through a covalent bond, then the
distance between the acceptor dye (Rh123) and the fluorescing
moiety will be diﬀerent in diﬀerent CD-Rh123 hybrids (Chart 1e).
Thus, in the latter case (Chart 1e), the energy transfer time from
the fluorescing moiety to Rh123 will be diﬀerent in diﬀerent
cases. In order to confirm that situation ‘d’ and not situation ‘c’
(Chart 1) represents the actual location of the fluorescing unit,
we performed resonance energy transfer experiments.
We chose Rhodamine 123 as the suitable organic dye to
study the dynamics of RET (Fig. 1). The rationale behind this
judicious choice are as follows: (a) Rh123 is positively charged
and hence, it has a higher propensity to get attached to the
negatively charged CD surface; (b) absorption spectrum of Rh123
significantly overlaps with the emission spectrum of the CD
(Fig. 3), which is a necessary criterion to be fulfilled to observe
RET process; (c) Rh123 is soluble in aqueous media; (d) to
investigate the RET dynamics, it is necessary to choose a dye
that will not be excited at the excitation wavelength of the laser
diode (377 nm in our case, Fig. 1). Thus, only CD will be excited
at the excitation wavelength (377 nm) and because of the spectral
overlap between the emission spectrum of the CD and the

absorption spectrum of the Rh123 (Fig. 3), RET phenomenon
is expected to be observed from CD (donor) to Rh123 (acceptor).
Reduction of the emission intensity of CD with increasing
concentrations of Rh123 has been depicted in Fig. 4a. It is
clearly noticed that with increase in acceptor concentration,
donor emission is gradually decreased. We have also plotted
the ratio of integrated emission of donor in the absence of
acceptor (F0) to the integrated emission of donor in the
presence of acceptor (F) against diﬀerent concentrations of
the acceptor (Fig. 4b). A non-linear plot with an intercept of
one validates the Stern–Volmer (SV) relationship and hints
towards the presence of both static and dynamic quenching.
Validation of the SV relationship, however, does not indicate
conclusively that RET is occurring. Since the CD is negatively
charged and the Rh123 is positively charged, it is expected that
the static quenching will be present. In order to conclusively
prove that dynamic quenching is indeed present, we measured
the fluorescence decay of CD in the absence and in the
presence of Rh123. As shown in Fig. 4c, PL decay of the CD
becomes faster in the presence of Rh123 and a gradual decrease
of the fluorescence lifetime with an increase in acceptor
concentration is noticed (Table 2). Thus, we can conclusively
say that dynamic quenching is present in addition to static
quenching. This observation, however, does not conclusively
prove that RET is occurring.34,41
We have tried to understand the RET phenomenon using
the Förster formulation.34 According to the Förster formulation, the necessary condition for RET is that there should be an
overlap between the emission spectrum of the donor and the
absorption spectrum of the acceptor. The magnitude of spectral
overlap can be calculated using eqn (4).
Ð1
JðlÞ ¼

0

FD ðlÞeA ðlÞl4 dl
Ð1
0 FD ðlÞdl

(4)

where FD(l) denotes the normalized fluorescence intensity of
the donor in the absence of acceptor. eA(l) is the molar
extinction coeﬃcient of the acceptor. Förster distance R0 was
calculated using eqn (5).
R0 = 0.211[k2Z4QDJ(l)]1/6

(5)

2

where k is the orientation factor, and its value generally varies
from 0 to 4. However, in our study, we take it as 2/3 for random
orientation of the donor and acceptor molecules. ‘Z’ is the
refractive index of the medium and QD is the quantum yield of
the donor in the absence of acceptor. The rate of the energy
transfer as well as the distance between the donor and the
acceptor have been calculated (using the rise time) following
eqn (6).
kFRET ¼

Fig. 3

Absorption and emission spectra of CD and Rh123.
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1
tA
rise



1 R0 6
¼ 0
tD RDA

(6)

where tArise is the rise time of the acceptor. t0D is the life time of
the donor in the absence of any acceptor. R0 and RDA are the
Förster distance and the actual distance between the donor and
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Fig. 4 PL emission spectra of CD (donor) and Rh123 (acceptor) with increasing concentrations of the latter (a), Stern Volmer plot (b), PL decay curve of
CD in the absence and in the presence of Rh123 (c), fluorescence decay of Rh123 in the presence of CD (d).

Table 2

Dynamical parameters related to RET

Solvent

Donor amount

Water

2 mg in 2.5 mL

Acceptor
concentration
(mM)

t (ns) for
lem = 450 nm
(donor)

w

t1 (B1)

t2 (B2)

w2

0
50
100
150
200

14.60
14.14
13.46
12.92
12.51

1.14
1.14
1.20
1.27
1.28

—
5.37 (31.79)
5.52 (35.79)
5.46 (34.68)
5.37 (32.33)

—
14.82 (131.79)
14.24 (135.79)
13.78 (134.68)
13.44 (132.33)

—
1.05
1.02
0.99
1.01

the acceptor. The magnitude of J(l), R0, kFRET and RDA etc. have
been depicted in ESI† (Table S2).
Furthermore, we would like to discuss the calculation of RET
dynamics in detail. Let us consider that there is one acceptor
per donor, i.e., the donor–acceptor stoichiometry is known and
fixed (1 : 1). In the absence of the acceptor, suppose the rate
constant of donor decay is k1. In the presence of the acceptor,
since the RET channel is open that results in another channel
of decay, let us suppose that the rate constant of RET is k2. Now,
in presence of the acceptor the overall rate constant of decay of
the donor will be k3 = k1 + k2. As k2 is a positive quantity, the
magnitude of k3 will be higher than k1. This is why the donor

2256 | Phys. Chem. Chem. Phys., 2018, 20, 2251--2259

t (ns) for lem = 620 nm (acceptor)
2

decay becomes faster in the presence of an acceptor in comparison to the situation where the acceptor is not present. The
acceptor, however, will not be excited directly; hence, the
risetime of the acceptor will be equal to 1/k2. Hence, there will
be 1 : 1 correspondence between donor-decay and acceptor-rise.
This is particularly true for 1 : 1 donor–acceptor stoichiometry
when both the donor and the acceptor are dyes. However, the
situation becomes quite complicated when the donor becomes
a nanoparticle or a quantum dot. It is well known in the
nanoparticle/quantum dot community that the concentration
of the nanoparticle/quantum dot inside a solution is very
difficult to measure. In our measurements, the concentration
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of the dye is known. However, it is very difficult to know the
concentration of CD precisely. Hence, it is even more difficult
to predict the stoichiometry ratio of donor to acceptor. It could
be possible for several nanoparticles/quantum dots to not have
any acceptors in the vicinity. It is also possible to have more
than one acceptor dye per nanoparticle/quantum dot. Thus,
there is a possibility for different stoichiometric ratio of donor–
acceptor to be present in the solution. Thus in this situation,
the donor decay in the presence of a certain concentration of
acceptor will have contributions from all these sub-ensembles.
It is also quite understandable that 1 : 1 correspondence of
additional donor decay rate constant (1/(k3  k1)) and acceptor
rise time (1/k2) will not be observed in nanoparticle/quantum
dot (donor)–dye (acceptor) hybrid, in this situation. Hence, it is
quite difficult to calculate the RET dynamics in these systems
from donor decay. There is a high chance that it will not be
accurate. Instead, it is more straight forward and much more
accurate to calculate the RET dynamics from acceptor risetime.
In order to prove that RET is indeed occurring and to
calculate the time constant of RET dynamics, we investigated
the fluorescence decay of the acceptor, i.e., Rh123. Since the
acceptor will not be directly excited at the excitation wavelength
(377 nm), if RET occurs, then we should observe a rise in the
fluorescence decay curve of Rh123, followed by the decay. If a
rise could be observed, then the dynamics of the RET could also
be calculated by fitting the fluorescence decay profile of Rh123.
As shown in Fig. 4d, in the fluorescence decay profile of Rh123,
a clear rise could be observed, which conclusively proves
that RET is indeed occurring from CD (as donor) to Rh123
(as acceptor). By fitting the decay profile of Rh123, the time
constant for the RET dynamics was calculated to be 5.4 ns in
water. It is worth mentioning here that carbon nano-tubes/
particles are known to quench fluorescence.42,43 However, in our
study, we showed that CD can act as a donor in RET phenomena.
Out of the four possible situations depicted in Chart 1, ‘a’ and ‘b’
were nullified using fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics.
If situation ‘c’ is occurring, then as the concentration of the
positively charged acceptor (Rh123) increases, the location at
which the acceptor will get attached to the negatively charged CD
surface will be diﬀerent (Chart 1e). Thus, as the concentration of
the acceptor increases the distance between the donor and the
acceptor will change (Chart 1e).
Hence, the dynamics of RET from the donor to the acceptor
should change with increasing acceptor (Rh123) concentration
if situation ‘c’ pertains. If the fluorescing moiety (shown as F) is
at the core of the negatively charged CD (situation ‘d’), then,
even on the increasing concentration of the positively charged
acceptor (Rh123), the distance between the donor and the
acceptor will not change (Chart 1f). Hence, with increasing
concentration of Rh123, the dynamics of RET will not change.
As shown in Fig. 4d, the dynamics of RET does not change
even when the concentration of Rh123 increases in several
folds. Thus, RET dynamical investigation establishes that situation ‘d’ represents the actual location of the fluorescing unit
and not situation ‘c’ (or for that matter, not situations ‘a’ or ‘b’).
Thus, using fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics as well as
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RET dynamics, we could demonstrate that situation ‘d’ represents the actual location of the fluorescing unit. Thus, we could
show that the fluorescing moiety remains at the core of the CD
in a rather flexible environment.
We have already reported that our CD comprises an aggregated (through pi–pi and H-bonding) molecular dye (2-pyridone
derivative) as the fluorescing moiety; around this moiety exists
a condensed acyclic framework with no electronic coupling
between the fluorescing unit and the surrounding framework.31
This proposition is in consonance with the current proposition
that the fluorescing unit is inside the CD structure.
It is expected that during the formation of CD, the outer
framework will be there in equal proportions in all directions
surrounding the aggregated fluorescing unit. Hence, an isotropic
structure will be formed and the formation of an anisotropic
structure is less likely. However, since the particle size is less than
10 nm, it would be very diﬃcult to say whether the fluorescing
unit is exactly (with a spatial precision of sub-nm length scale) at
the centre. However, it is expected that the fluorescing unit will
definitely be inside the CD if not exactly at the centre. Thus, the
average distance between the fluorescing unit in CD (donor) and
the Rh123 dye (acceptor) will be the same.
Model ‘e’ (originating from model ‘c’) cannot explain the
acceptor concentration independence of RET dynamics. Moreover, for model ‘e’ (originating from model ‘c’), we should have
observed two diﬀerent rotational correlation times: one in the
order of tens of ps (arising due to the rotation of fluorescing
unit only) and the other in the order of several ns (arising due
to the rotation of fluorescing unit plus the CD). However,
we did not experimentally observe two diﬀerent rotational
correlation times. Furthermore, for model ‘e’ (originating from
model ‘c’), we should have observed a donor–acceptor distance
(obtained following the Förster formulation) that is different
from the geometrical distance between the donor and the
acceptor. Hence, model ‘e’ does not fit with our experimental
observations. It is model ‘f’ (originating from model ‘d’), which
can explain that the acceptor concentration is independent of
RET dynamics. Model ‘f’ is also consistent with observed
correlation time of B120 ps (for the aggregated dye structures).
Validity of the Förster model
From the physical model, the core to core distance between CD
and Rh123 has been calculated to be B[(8.3 + 0.8)/2] nm, which
is B4.55 nm more than the experimental parameters (for
CD: from TEM and AFM, for Rh123: from geometry optimization (see ESI†)). Using the Förster model, the core to core
distance (CD to Rh123) has been obtained to be about
4.24 nm (Table S2 in ESI†). Thus, the Förster model predicted
value and the experimentally obtained donor to acceptor distance values are quite similar and within the experimental error
limit of o10%. Thus, we could conclude that unlike for many
nanomaterials,36–40 Förster formulation could successfully
explain the experimental observations related to RET process
involving CD with reasonable accuracy. Assuming model ‘f’ to
be the valid model, the donor–acceptor distance from the
Förster model and the geometrical distance between the donor
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and the acceptor matches quite well. We would like to mention
here that a similar calculation has been performed and
reported in literature for QDs.44 The fact that only RET occurs
and no other process (such as exciplex formation etc.) is
operating was confirmed by several control experiments (see
ESI† for details of control experiments).

Conclusion
In order to answer an intriguing question regarding the location of the fluorescing moiety in a CD, we performed rotational
anisotropy decay dynamics and RET dynamics. Rotational
correlation time of about 120 picosecond nullifies the fact that
the whole CD is fluorescing. Instead, the fluorescing moiety
could either be embedded inside the CD or attached to the
surface of the CD or attached to the CD through covalent
bonds. From the fluorescence anisotropy decay dynamics, we
could nullify the situations, in which the fluorescing moiety is
attached to the surface of CD or the fluorescing moiety is in a
rigid environment inside the CD. RET dynamical analysis
showed that the time required for RET (from CD to acceptor
Rh123) is about 5.4 ns and the RET dynamics are independent
of the acceptor concentration. Using fluorescence anisotropy
decay dynamics and RET dynamics, and by nullifying other
possibilities, we could establish that the fluorescing moiety is
inside the flexible core environment of CD. The geometric distance
between the fluorescing moiety of the CD and the acceptor (Rh123)
has been obtained to be 4.55 nm. Using the Förster formulation,
the distance between the fluorescing moiety inside the CD and the
acceptor Rh123 has been calculated to be 4.24 nm. Thus, we could
also show that unlike for many other nanomaterials, Förster
formulation could explain the experimental observations related
to CD’s RET, reasonably well.
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